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100185146

VINTAGE S CREMA ITALIA+BLANCO IZQ

Model: VINTAGE S CREMA ITALIA+BLANCO IZQ
Codes: 100185146 - L179703161
Group: G-192
Format: 100X42

ADDITIONAL NOTES
It includes a fixed drainer with a stone lid in the same finish as the basin itself, compatible with USA. It is also compatible with NOKEN's USA Project N. siphon.

GENERAL FEATURES
Finish

CREMA ITALIA/ESTRUC. BLANCA

FEATURES
Cabinet with a base that reaches the floor of the room

Protection that reduces the appearance of the most common domestic bacteria.

PACKING
Base unit

PIECES

Gross weight

84.289 KG/PIECES

Net weight

81.439 KG/PIECES

Pallets

1 PIECES/PAL

Sale unit

PIECES

It is advisable to follow the installation and maintenance instructions published by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U., observing in any case the legal or regulatory requirements that may exist for each area of use. Do not use aggressive cleaning agents, such as acids, or
metallic or sharp elements. In public places this material must comply with the slipperiness requirements of the Spanish Technical Building Code. This document is purely commercial and may not be used in any legal or administrative proceedings, neither as an
expert opinion nor as documentary evidence, unless expressly authorized by L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.U.
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